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Where Not to Use: 
• Areas of water submersion or frequent, 
prolonged puddling 

• Areas with high foot and/or vehicle 
traffic (driveways, sidewalks, decks, pa-
tios, etc.) 

• Roofs exposed to prolonged damp-
ness (use Sashco’s Through the Roof!® 
instead)

• Will not adhere to or is incompatible 
with Kynar®*, Polypropylene, Waxes, 
Polyethylene, and Silicone. * Kynar® is a 
registered trademark of its respective owner.

Exact Color 10.5 oz - Tube   C190-12010   $15.99
Exact Color 10.5 oz - Case   C190-12005   $77.99

eXact Color Tintable Caulk - just add 
paint or stain. The sealant that integrates 
into your design. eXact Color tintable 
caulk is a high-performance caulk that al-
lows you to customize the color to match 
your specific needs. It’s ideal for use in a 
variety of applications, including sealing 
around siding, filling in gaps in baseboards 
and trim, caulking cabinets, and more. 
Available in single tube DIY kit or a con-
tractor case pack of six. Made in the USA.

You add either Water Based Paint or Stain 
only (30 Mil paint or 10 Mil stain) to the 
tube with the included plunger, shake for 
about 30 seconds until the color is thor-
oughly mixed, add the activator/thickener 
and shake again to make your Exact Match 
Color. Let set for 30 minutes and you are 
ready to use. The eXact Color then preforms 
like BigStretch caulking. Available in a single 

tube DIY kit for homeowners 
and a contractor’s case of six.

Where to Use:  
• Backsplashes

• Baseboards
• Cabinets
• Countertops
• Metals (may discolor copper)

• Moulding 
• Plastics
• Siding
• Stained Logs & Wood-
work
• Trim
• Walls & Wallpaper
• Windows & Doors

See More Online

http://www.loghelp.com
https://www.loghelp.com/products/big-stretch.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/products/exact-color.asp
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  tool talk:

Halder Splitting Wege is twisted perfectly by 20°, the 
forged and solid twisted splitting wedge delivers a great amount of splitting 
action and will not even shrink back from the challenge of splitting knot-
ted wood. The strike plate is ground and designed with a chamfer. Despite 
their weight of 6.83 lbs, the recessed grips on the sides provide for secure 
handling and insertion of the wedge into the wood. Slanted grooves keep 
the wedge from rebounding - even 
in frozen wood. Its orange powder 
coating makes the wedge easy to 
find at all times. Made in Germany. T332-3556-260 $66.99

Timber Tools Large Slick  
3½" x 31" with a 7½" sole. Leather sheath 
included. Made in Canada. T217-SLICK325 $247.00

Timber Tools Ships Carpenter's Adze
Specifically designed for hewing timbers. The blade is curved in 
both axis directions, enabling a concave slice, when striking the 
timber surface. When used in conjunction with scarf slick and 
the Montana Hewing knife, your timbers will have a terrific 
hand-hewn look. Hand-forged toughness makes this an incredible 
adze to use. Comes with a custom fit handle made of American 
Hickory, 34" long. 4½" cutting edge. Snap-lock leather guard 
included. Made in Canada. T217- TT ADZE CARP/SHIP $249.00

Adler Yankee 32" is a forester’s axe for 
felling medium to large sized trees. Also, a great 
all-purpose companion on the farm or ranch. Ergo-
nomic US-hickory handle with unique anti-slip 

paint for better grip. The head shape is the classic “Yankee” 
pattern. Each hatchet comes with a heavy-duty leather 
sheath. Made in Germany. 

Head weight: 3½ lbs
Total weight: 5.3 lbs
Head mount: wood and 2 round metal wedges
Handle length: 31½"
Handle type: US sourced hickory, ergonomic curved shape
Handle colors: Black (anti-slip) and red  
Sheath: Heavy duty leather with robust button (Made in 
Lithuania)
Steel type: C45
Rockwell hardness of head: 47-55 hrc
T333-AD-AXE32YANKEE $144.00

Halder  
SIMPLEX SPLITTING MAUL   
with cast iron housing and hickory handle combines 

two tools into one, a splitting maul and a soft-face mallet of the 
highest professional quality. Halder's SIMPLEX splitting maul 
offers a significant savings in cost compared to the individual 
purchases of the tools. The top-tier quality of the product has 
been confirmed by the committee for forestry work and for-
estry technology (KWF). Made from high-grade carbon steel, 
the drop-forged splitting insert delivers extremely high splitting 
action thanks to its turned nose. This effect is amplified by its 
total weight of 9 lbs and high top heaviness. The leather cut-
ting protection prevents injury during transport.

The hard nylon insert with D60mm and made of polyamide 
offers outstanding impact qualities and is guaranteed to com-
bine maximum strength with unique durability. It is composed 
of extruded and extremely homogeneous material. Compared 
to injection moulded plastic inserts, it is therefore consider-
ably more wear-resistant and durable and will never chip even 
in sub-zero temperatures. Using the soft side when wedging 
the wood open entirely eliminates the risk of injury from 
metal splinters. What is more, the service life of plastic and 
aluminium wedges is extended substantially. Made of cast iron, 
the housing comes with an integrated handle protection sleeve 
that provides for a high level of break resistance. The long-fibre 

and ultra durable hickory handle is varnished and shaped ergonomically. 
In line with the smart SIMPLEX principle, all components are replace-
able and can be retrofitted. This translates to savings in both money and 
resources. Made in Germany. T332-3008-160 $233.70

Barr Hewing Knife
Hand forged and highly praised by handcrafters for its ability to hold an 
edge and ease of use, as well as its quality of construction. Drawknives are 
designed for peeling with a maximum amount of control and used with 
the beveled side down. Handles are angled to approximately 20 degrees, 
making a very comfortable knife to use. The Hewing Knife has a 9½" 
cutting edge, is 3" wide and 21" wide. Different from the other Barr 
Drawknives, the curved blade is desgined to give a hand-hewn texture on 
your timbers and logs. Professional sharpening recommended. Made in 
the USA. 332-3008-751 $178.05

https://www.loghelp.com/products/halder-simplex-splitting-maul.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/products/timber-tools-large-slick.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/products/timber-tools-ship-carpenters-adze.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/products/barr-drawknives.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/products/halder-twisted-splitting-wedge.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/products/adler-yankee-axe.asp


     Axes And HAtcHets     Axes And HAtcHets

Small Hatchet
Cliff Jacobson, Tactical 

Knives Magazine writes: “It 
will fillet a fish, skin a moose, 

... pound tent stakes and chop 
vegetables. And it will ride as lightly 

on your hip as the average hunt-
ing knife.” 10" long and weighs 11 

ounces. T074-480410 $169.00

Small Forest Axe 
Same size as the Hunter’s Axe 
but a more traditional pattern 
and poll, or butt. The handle is long 

enough to allow powerful chopping but 
not too long so it will fit into a ruck-
sack, the back of a car, or a boat. The 
axe has a 31/4" face and a 19" hickory 
handle and the head weighs 1½ lb. It 

comes with a grain-leather sheath.  
 $195.00

A family of high quality Swedish hand forged tools 
with a 20-year guarantee. Each axe comes with a 

grain-leather sheath. 

Originally founded in 1697 in the Hulta Valley of 
southeastern Sweden. Quality hand forged, each axe 

comes with a grain-leather sheath and hickory handle.

See These Axes Online!

Hults Bruk  
Jonaker 

Ideal for your pack or belt 
for tasks such as making kin-
dling, doing light clearing, 
and for any number of back-
country jobs. It has a 1 lb. 
axe head and a 9.4" handle; 
overall weight is 1½ lbs.  
T089-H840762  $164.00 
Replacement Handle T089-H840762H $39.00
Replacement Sheath T089-H840762S $22.00 

Hults Bruk Kisa 
Felling Axe 

A compact axe with a 
head weight of 2 lbs. and a 

handle length of 26". Compa-
rable to the Gransfors bruks 

Scandinavian Forest axe. Great 
for hunting and camping.  

T089-H840722  $184.00 
Replacement Handle  

T089-H840722H $39.00
Replacement Sheath  

T089-H840712S $28.00

Ceramic Grinding Stone  
A man-made sharpen-
ing stone with two 
grinding faces: a 
coarse side (180 grit) 
for repairing damage 
and heavy wear, and 
a fine side (600 grit) for 
sharpening axes. T074-4034  $55.00

    Hults Bruk 
                 Anniversary Axe
2022 marked the 325th anniversary since 
Jacob Reenstierna established the Hults Bruk 
iron and steel factory in 1697. The factory 
has created a commemorative limited edition 
axe. Hand forged, razor sharp, and weighing 
1.25lb, it has a length of 15".  
T089-H840011  $184.00

Gransfors 
Outdoor Axe  
Developed with the help 

of survival expert Lars Fält. 
Although light, it can fell a tree, 
thanks to its relatively long handle 
and heavy, elongated head. It is also 
excellent for limbing a tree. The 
handle has a protective steel collar 
near the head so that it can be used 
for light wood splitting tasks and can 
also be used as a large knife. 14.5" 
long, weighs 1 lb. 
T074-480425 $209.00

Gransfors 
Hand 

Hatchet 
The distinguishing 

feature is its short 
handle relative to the size 

of its head. It is extremely practical to 
carry in your rucksack on forest walks, 

or to keep in the car as it takes up very 
little space. The shape of the sheath, which 
covers the edge and the top part of the poll, also 
stops the axe head cutting into your rucksack. 
An excellent scouting and camping axe. Despite 
its short handle, it can fell small trees, limbing, 
and splitting kindling and firewood. 9.45" long 
and weighs 1.32 lbs. T074-480413 $175.00

Halder 
Hand AXE 
The robust all-metal design made 

from special heat-treated steel is 
forged in one piece and finely ground and 
polished. The blade is carefully hardened and 
ground to sharpness. The hand-made, anti-
slip leather handle also absorbs moisture and 
releases it again when the work is done. Over 
time, it will fit the shape of the hand. Weigh-
ing 2.2 lbs with a length of 16", it is perfectly 
balanced for optimum handling. High-quality 
leather sheath. Made in Germany.  
Hand Axe $173.65
Hand Axe & Gift Box $191.15

AXE Wax 
Based on an an-

tique recipe, the wax blend 
brings ancient ingredients 
into the modern world. Axe 
Wax dries fast, is completely 
natural and food-safe, and provides 
excellent resistance to water. Axe Wax provides 
unparalleled protection for leather, steel, and 
wood. Made in the USA. 2 oz. AXEWAX $22.00

Hults Bruk 
Almike Hatchet 

A perfect size for camping, 
cutting small firewood, and fine 
carving. A life long all-purpose tool 
for garden, camp, or wilderness 
survival. It can be worn on a belt 
or tucked in a pack. One pound 
head and a 16" handle with an 
overall weight of 13/4 lbs.  
T089-H840702 $169.00 
Replacement Handle T089-H840702H $39.00
Replacement Sheath T089-H840762S $22.00

https://www.loghelp.com/categories/axes-and-mauls.asp


Hellefisk Knife only weighs 2.26 ounces, making this a knife 
you can pack on any trip. Originally intended as a fishing knife, it can be 

applied to a wide variety 
of tasks. Often used in the 
outdoor kitchen. The lightest 
Helle knife is made with a 

barrel shaped cork handle. The 
cork makes it warm to hold with your bare hands, even in really 
cold weather. It even floats if you should drop it in the water (not 

recommended). It has a 12C27 steel blade sharpened to the familiar Helle 
sharpness, right out of the box. Made in Sweden.   $114.00
Blade Construction: Stick tang
Blade Thickness: 0.051"
Handle Material: Cork 
Length - Blade: 4.84" 
Length - Handle: 5.12"
Length - Overall: 95/8"
Weight with Sheath: 3.67 oz

Helle Nying Knife is maybe their most classic Helle knife. 
Short and stubby and with a distinct design like no other. Some con-
sider it ugly, but for the many who 
use it, it is loved for long carving 
sessions by the campfire. The handle 
is generously proportioned to give a 
good grip and control over the blade. 
A slight fingerguard to guide your 
hand to a safe handle position, even if held close to the blade. This is 
a knife used for quality time and carving and includes an attractive 
leather sheath. Made in Sweden. $114.00
Blade Construction: Stick Tang
Blade: Triple laminated Helle steel, stainless
Blade Thickness: 0.106"
Handle Material: Curly Birch
Length - Blade: 2.76"
Length - Handle: 3.54"
Length - Overall: 6"
Weight with Sheath: 4.02 oz

Bath Tissue,  
Paper Towel, & 

Towel Bars
Bath Tissue Holders:  

6" H x 53/4" W. Projects 3" 
from the wall. Choose left 

or right (right shown).  
Heart Left H320-BH17L 

$15.99 each
Heart Right H320-BH17R $15.99 each  

Leaf Left H320-BH16L $15.99 each
Leaf Right H320-BH16R $15.99 each

Moose Left H320-BH18LW $30.08 each
Moose Right H320-BH18RW $30.08 each 

Ram Left H320-BH19LC $30.08 each
Ram Right H320-BH19RC $30.08 each 

 
 
  

Paper Towel Holders: 6" H x 15" W. Projects 3½" 
from the wall. Choose left or right (right shown). 

Heart Left H320-BH07L $17.99 each
Heart Right H320-BH07R $17.99 each  

Leaf Left H320-BH06L $17.99 each
Leaf Right H320-BH06R $17.99 each

Moose Left H320-BH08LW $27.99 each
Moose Right H320-BH08RW $27.99 each 

Ram Left H320-BH09LC $27.99 each
Ram Right H320-BH09RC $27.99 each  

Order Online

Order Online

Order Online

Order Online Order Online

Order Online

Order Online

Order Online

Order Online

See More Online

Bear & Wolf Track  
Cabinet Pulls 

41/4" x 1"; horizontal or vertical.  
Bear Horizontal or Vertical $11.00 each

Moose Horizontal or Vertical $11.00 each
Wolf Horizontal or Vertical $11.00 each

See More Alaska Forge Hardware 
Online: www.loghelp.com

Hand Towel Bars:  
6" H x 16", 24", or 32" W. 
Projects 3½" from the wall.

16" Heart or Leaf  $22.99 each
24" Heart or Leaf $27.99 each 

24" Moose or Ram $49.99 each 
32"Heart or Leaf  $29.99 each 

Leaf Door Pulls:
Large 14" Left or Right $59.99
Small 91/2" Left or Right $22.00

 
Leaf Knick Knack Hook 

Approximately 6" tall. Extends 3".  
H320-OH01 $11.00 each

tool talk: Helle Knives

  Alaska Forge Black Iron Hardware

See More Helle Knives Online!

  Vine & Leaf  
            DooR Swing  
            Bar Latch 

Approximately 8" tall and 53/4" wide; 
extends out about 1½". H320-DL01 $39.99

 
Coat Hooks: Bear Head Left or Right $19.99 each  

Dog Droopy Ears or Flyaway Ears $27.50 each 
Fish Tail Left or Right $11.00 each 

Moose Head or Ram Head $27.50 each

See More New Products Online!

https://www.loghelp.com/products/alaska-forge-bear-and-wolf-track-pulls.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/pc_combined_results.asp?search_prod=(searchlike~p.nm~Coat|Or|searchlike~p.search_terms~Coat|Or|searchlike~p.searchfield1~Coat|Or|searchlike~p.searchfield5~Coat)|And|(searchlike~p.nm~Hooks|Or|searchlike~p.search_terms~Hooks|Or|searchlike~p.searchfield1~Hooks|Or|searchlike~p.searchfield5~Hooks)&search_keyword=Coat%20Hooks
https://www.loghelp.com/products/alaska-forge-paper-towel-holders.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/products/helle-hellefisk.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/products/Helle-Nying.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/products/alaska-forge-door-pulls-leaf-style.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/products/alaska-forge-knick-knack-hook.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/products/alaska-forge-swing-bar-door-latch.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/products/alaska-forge-leaf-bath-tissue-holder.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/categories/black-iron.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/pc_combined_results.asp?search_prod=(searchlike~p.nm~helle
https://www.loghelp.com/categories/new-products.asp


Kupilka 37: 2-in-1 Drinking Cup The ecological 
dishware can withstand boiling hot water and sub-zero temps as 
cold as -22°F. Wash by hand or by dishwasher, they’re made from 
bio-material using EKOenergy, and each item ages beautifully, yet 
keeping its qualities. You can check how fresh the product is from 
its wooden scent – the stronger the scent, the newer the product! To 
ensure longevity, do not put in the microwave, stove, or open fire. 
At the end of their life span, the products can be recycled, inciner-
ated for heat energy or returned to the manufacturer for re-use.12.5 
fl oz • Weight 4.7 oz • Height 2.9", Width 4.4", Length 7.9". The 
37 is great for soup or oatmeal, as well as a that big cup of coffee. 
Made in Finland. $24.00 each

To Place An Order:
Call Toll Free: 1-800-359-6614 or order online:

www.loghelp.com  Fax Toll Free: 1-800-755-3249

Schroeder Log home SuppLy, Inc.
1101 SE 7th Ave Grand Rapids, MN 55744

BuSIneSS hourS:  
May - Oct:  Weekdays 8:00 - 4:30 p.m. CST (Saturdays by appointment).
Nov - April:  Weekdays 8:00 - 4:30 p.m. CST (Closed Saturdays).

If traveling long distances - Please Call Ahead 

CALENDAR:
  Christmas Dec. 22nd - 25th     Offices Closed
  New Year's Dec. 29th - Jan 1st Offices Closed
  Daylight Saving Time March 10th Clocks Ahead 

Restoration Special
We are often asked how to restore 
rotten logs. We suggest The Log 
Home Maintenance Guide. It reveals 
tips and tricks for using wood epoxies 
for log home restoration. To help you 
get started with your restoration proj-
ect, we now offer a 15% Discount off  
The Log Home Maintenance Guide 
when you buy any wood epoxy prod-

ucts like LiquidWood, WoodEpox, M-Balm, E-Wood, or 
the Wood Restoration Kit and this book. If you call in your 
order, just ask for the “Restoration Special”. If you order 
online, your discount will be applied after we receive your 
order. Offer good for one book per order.

Merry Christmas!Merry Christmas!

Order Online

Order Online

Order Online

        In an effort to reduce damage, we typically stop ship-
ping temperature sensitive products around the middle of 
December to the northern states. There is no hard-and-fast 
rule when we stop shipping so please understand that it is 
important to plan ahead and order before cold weather hits. 
Also, there are times in the winter when we will only ship 
temperature sensitive products Monday through Wednes-
day. We do this because we’ve found that delivery vehicles 
are typically left unheated over the weekend. By not ship-
ping on Thursday & Friday we can minimize possible freeze 
damage of products, saving a lot of hassle in the long run.

Receive the Log Core in 
Your In-box

Just sign up at logcore.com and you’ll receive an email notifica-
tion when each new issue is online. Your information will not be 
sold and you can unsubscribe at any time. (An unsubscribe link is 
posted at the bottom of every notification.)

Kupilka 21:  
Classic Drinking Cup  
Includes teaspoon of the same material. 
7.10 fl oz • Weight 2.93 oz • Height 2.36"  
x Width 3.66" x Length 6.5". $23.00 each

Kupilka Sporks 
The utensil option for longer 
outdoor trips when you need to 
cut down weight, yet want the 
functionality and looks. Great 
for bushcrafting, camping, hik-
ing, and backpacking trips - a 
wonderful biodegradable spork! 

205: Length 8.07" Weight .49 oz $6.50 ea.
225: Length 8.86" Weight .56 oz $7.00 ea.

The Scandinavian Outdoor Hardware Accessories Award is a testimony of 
outstanding quality, functionality, and Scandinavian design. An international jury 
consisting of the most influential outdoor journalists and product experts has declared 
this product to be one of the finest Scandinavian products currently on the market.

http://www.loghelp.com/products/the-log-home-maintenance-guide.asp
http://www.loghelp.com/products/the-log-home-maintenance-guide.asp
http://www.loghelp.com/products/liquidwood.asp
http://www.loghelp.com/products/woodepox.asp
http://www.loghelp.com/products/m-balm-liquid-wood-epoxy.asp
http://www.loghelp.com/products/e-wood-epoxy-wood-putty.asp
http://www.loghelp.com/products/wood-restoration-kit.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/products/kupilka-37.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/products/kupilka-21.asp
https://www.loghelp.com/products/kupilka-spork-205.asp
https://www.youtube.com/user/loghomesupply
https://www.facebook.com/LogHelp/
https://twitter.com/loghelp
http://bit.ly/cLbXYU
http://www.logcore.com
http://bit.ly/aBF4tP
http://bit.ly/cLbXYU
http://bit.ly/b7QYiS
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